Experimental Modeling and Thermal Analysis of Closed Hydroponic System Microclimate
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Abstract - The study focuses on providing optimal conditions for growth, energy efficiency, and sustainability, controlled and autonomous environment. A two-level hydroponic growth cell is proposed as an experimental facility to design-in-door multilayer plant production systems. The goal of the system is to serve as a practical and useful alternative to traditional field agriculture. The growth cell has of 1 m² each level area and composites two rows of hydroponic growth elements. The cell is designed to carry out multiple functions essential to sustain plant growth that includes: water circulation, nutrients delivery, environment sensing, ventilation, and artificial selective lighting. The series of repeated growth cycles have been successfully performed and compared against a conventional greenhouse facility using lettuce as a model crop. The factors such as inside temperature and humidity, leaf temperature, illumination under three different lighting types: white light, red-blue light, sunlight were monitored and maintained by a developed control system. Light distribution (photosynthetic active radiation) and yield (leaf size and fresh weight) were assessed. The results show that sunlight is the more profitable type of lighting for lettuce crops even under warm outside environmental conditions. These results illustrate that the use of transparent covering materials offer great potential for energy save cultivation and should be considered for a plant-factory design.
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1. Introduction
As the population is growing, the need for food supply is increasing. Agriculture land occupies a large area, and despite all obstacles, the crop industry has to supply high-quality products daily, according to market commitment. Instead of farming vegetables and other foods on a single level, such as in a field or a greenhouse, the vertical farming method produces foods in vertically stacked layers commonly integrated into other structures like a skyscraper, shipping container, or repurposed warehouse [1]-[4]. Moreover, food production has widespread effects on public health, water, land, and economic development [5]. The artificial control of temperature, light, humidity, and gases makes producing foods and medicine indoor possible, while the primary goal is maximizing crop output in a limited space. Vertical farming allows for year-round production, close to urban centers, and less susceptible to weather extremes.

There are many reports in literature illustrating a high variety of vertical in-door farm types frequently investigated by both commercial and research protected horticulture facilities (for example [6], [7]). Such crops as usually leafy vegetables, including lettuce and herbs, tomato, and pepper are grown in large-scale houses using hydroponic systems [8]. Alternatively, plants can be grown in hydroponic [9], or aeroponics nutrient solutions [10], or aquaponics (nutrient provision from waste from a fish farm built into the recirculation system [11]. Although the agronomic parameters and lighting models are already widely investigated, however, the
modeling of microclimatic performance is still insufficient.

The aim of the paper to examine microclimate inside the two-layer growth cell by implementing different types of thermal analysis. The purpose is to compare conditions between two layers in terms of the following parameters: spatial temperature and humidity distribution, light intensity and quality, plant leaf temperature and transpiration rate, airflow rate, various external environmental conditions, and finely, crop parameters like leaf size and quality and weight of plants.

2. Material and Methods
We design a modular research facility that will respond as widely as possible to in-door multilayer growth experiments. We are interested in investigating and testing different aspects of climate control suitable for a wide range of vegetables and herbs cultivations. The study was conducted in a 2.0m×1.7m two-level controlled environment chamber, with 1m² of an area of each level. Illumination was provided by commercial plant grow LED lamps 240W (BioLED) with two different spectral characteristics: white (W) and red-blue (RB) LED lamps with a ratio of three ([12], [13], [14]). A photosynthetic photon flux density of 200 μmol s⁻¹ m⁻² was provided for 10 hours per day (from 06:00 to 16:00). Polyethylene air bubble sheet covered with highly reflective aluminum foil was placed on the walls of the chamber to increase the thermal insulation and the diffusion of light. Inside air temperature was measured by six T-type thermocouples (±0.1ºC accuracy after calibration by PT100 platinum resistance thermometer), three sensors at each level: in the vicinity of the lamp, in the middle, and near the crop. Inside air humidity was recorded by two digital humidity sensors (±3.5%RH accuracy), one at each level, which were hanging from the ceiling in the middle of the level, at 40 cm above the growing tubes. Each level was equipped with two PAR (Quantum, measurement repeatability <1%) sensors for lighting intensity monitoring and control. Hydroponic pipes and pump system provided circulating water with a nutrient solution. The nutrient solution was qualified by the electrical conductivity of water. The inside climate parameters such as temperature, humidity, and radiation were recorded by every 10 seconds and averaged over every one minute via data-logger. Ventilation rate, lamp lighting, and water level adjustment were controlled by programmed PLC Unitronics controller. The ventilation rate of 100 m³/h in average was activated when the air temperature in the chamber increased more than 26°C and relative humidity more than 80%. The external environmental conditions are recorded by the local meteorological station. The leaf temperature was measured by both thermocouples (for monitoring) and thermal infra-red camera (for the spatial distribution of leaf temperature). Figure 1 illustrates the growth cell, measurements, and control instruments schematically.

![Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental growth cell, measurements, and control systems.](image)

The experiments were conducted at three growth cycles with different lighting and ambient conditions using lettuce as a model crop. Two growth cycles of measurements took place in a shelter in order to minimize the effect of unstable ambient conditions. The W LED lamps were used at each level for the first cycle, while in the second cycle, RB LEDs were installed on the upper level. The third growth cycle was conducted at outside conditions during June 8-25, 2019. The upper level was opened to the sunlight with 30% shading, while the lower level was lighted by W LED. The first cycle was established as a reference case, while two other cycles represent study cases of extremely different climatic conditions.

3. Results
Three growth cycles were performed to analyze the microclimate within each level of the growth system (Figure 2a). Significant differences in fresh plant weight and longitudinal leaf size during growth under RB and W light were detected. In terms of plant growth rate and quality, the best results were obtained for the natural sun growth cycle, when the plants have reached the similar crop parameters almost twice faster in comparison with both LED lighting types (Figure 2b).
lighting type demonstrates very low productivity. A possible explanation for this is the significant influence of microclimate conditions under selective lighting. In opposite, while the plant receives the entire spectrum of sunlight light together with natural and forced ventilation, it is more stable and easier to adapt to various conditions. Figure 2c illustrates the growth rate of lettuce leaves from the planting to mature stage for the LED W/W growth cycle.

Figure 2. (a) three lettuce growth cycles; (b) leaf size comparison between three growth cycles in two levels; (c) longitudinal dimensions of leaves during the growth for LED W/W case, D1-D10, U1-U10 represent ten plants on the lower and upper level respectively.

Figure 3a illustrates the typical spatial temperature measurements by six thermocouples: three thermocouples were installed at each level in three different locations: near the lamp, in the middle of the cell, and close to plants. It is shown, the temperatures near the lamps are higher up to 2-3 degrees than the temperature inside the cell during the day time, indicating the significance of the lamp heating effect. Figure 3b demonstrates the typical measurements of external and inside temperature during the third growth cycle (with natural external conditions). It is shown that the interior temperature is mostly uniform in both levels.

Figure 3. (a) Daily monitoring temperature by six thermocouples at different spatial locations of the growth cell (a); typical temperature and humidity measurements (b).

Figure 4 represents the temperature distribution on leaves surfaces recorded by the thermal cameras for the third cycle (natural light at the upper level) and also for the second cycle: RB with WLED lamp.

It is shown that the outer leaves are 3 degrees colder than the inner young leaves. These observations indicate the importance of additional ventilation in the central zone of the plant; otherwise, such temperature difference may have a negative effect on plant development. There is no found significant difference between leaf temperature at the upper and lower level; therefore, we can assume that the leaves temperature is
defined mostly by inside microclimate conditions rather
the light quality.

Figure 4. Leaf thermal images of plant center in the lower
level (a), and upper level (b); (c) LED RB and (d) LED W at
room temperature.

Microclimate in the growth cell was extensively
investigated during each growth cycle. As an example,
Figure 5 illustrates the time series of main parameters
such as leaf temperature, temperature and humidity of
the air around the leaf, and irradiation fluxes on each
level for the LED W/W case. It is shown that the
experimental conditions were stable. It was found that
the leaf temperature was lower than the surrounding air
temperature by about one degree at night and by three
degrees during the day. We also examined different
regimes of lighting time duration. On the upper layer, the
light intensity was corresponded to the daytime solar
cycle, while on the lower layer 10 days hours/14 night
hours on-off lighting was considered.

Figure 5. Microclimate characteristics for LED W/W
case. Time series of temperature measurements by thermocouples
inserted inside the leaf (a), and located near the leaf (b);
Photosynthetic Active Radiation measured by Quantum sensor
located on the upper (c) and lower (d) layer; (e) Relative
humidity on the upper layer while sensor was located close to the
leaf; (f) weight at the final stage of growth in both levels.

4. Conclusions

The objectives of the paper are to perform thermal
analysis for the characterization of microclimate inside
the two-level growth cell. It is found that the plants
under selective lighting (RB) are very sensitive to
climate change. The best crop performance parameters
were obtained for the plant growing under the natural
sunlight, although the external climate conditions were
rather warm. These results indicate the importance of
optimal controlled conditions when artificial light is
investigated. In addition, the thermal images of the plant
leaf area indicate that the highest temperature is found
to be in the center of plants where young leaves are
developing. The large temperate difference between
outside and inside leaves may provoke heat stress and,
as a result, weak plant development. The additional ventilation in these regions of the plant should be considered in order to avoid the plant heat stress situation.
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